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most of us are aware that earthquakes are a dynamic 
earth process and have the potential, in certain areas of 
the country, to cause significant damage and loss of life. 
Fortunately, North Dakota is in the most seismically quiet 
portion of North america, where only minor earthquakes 
occur relatively infrequently. minor, low-magnitude 
earthquakes, that are commonly only detectable by seismic 
instrumentation, with local magnitudes of around m 3.0, 
have occurred somewhat infrequently in North Dakota about 
once a decade (Anderson, 2016).

over the past twenty years that i have been with the North 
Dakota geological survey in Bismarck, i have served as the 
resident seismologist (when needed) in addition to my 
regular day to day geologic duties as an applied geologist 
investigating our state's geologic resources and creating 
geologic maps. one of the many additional duties of a survey 
geologist, is to respond to public inquiries and geologic 
information requests from our residents. occasionally, we 
receive some interesting and sometimes colorful calls from 
people reporting things such as unexplained bright lights in  
the night, possibly witnessing a meteor shower with an 
associated meteorite fall, and infrequent unexplained loud 
noises and sounds like loud cracks and booms from the field 
and farm. occasionally, we receive a report of a perceived 
earthquake occurrence, some of which have been rather 
interesting and somewhat entertaining.

FIGUre 1.
Block diagram illustrating 
some of the common features 
associated with cryoseisms 
such as rapidly freezing 
saturated permeable soils, 
lakes, and streams.

Commonly, with these types of reports, further investigation 
shows no indications of recorded seismicity on regional 
seismographs. At first these reports were just taken as 
anomalous possible earthquake reports but when these 
reports are considered collectively, they are found to have 
many of the reported characteristics of cryoseisms, which are 
small non-tectonic earthquakes caused by freezing action in 
ice, ice-soil, and ice-rock materials (Lacroix, 1980).

a cryoseism can occur when the outside air temperature 
drops suddenly, causing rapid freezing within the frost 
zone or areas with permeable soils that contain shallow 
groundwater and within ice itself such as in a freezing river, 
lake, or pond (fig. 1). Since the expansion of water due to 
freezing can be up to 9% by volume, it is this rapid expansion 
that causes acute fracturing within the frozen ground or 
ice mass creating cracking noises often described as loud 
“booms” or sounds like thunder (fig. 2).

one of the more interesting public reports that we have 
received somewhat recently (table 1) occurred during the 
midnight hours of December 04, 2018 when a trailer-home 
resident from tioga reported that “it felt like my trailer house 
was wobbling like it does when my clothes dryer is spinning”.  

Considering this as a possible earthquake report, a review 
of regional seismic station data showed no seismic activity 
occurring during the reported period. however, this type of 
report is somewhat consistent with that of a cryoseism.
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the characteristics of cryoseisms fall into three 
categories:  meteorologic, geologic, and seismologic 
(lacroix, 1980, mGs 2005) and include events that:

• occur in the early morning hours commonly from 
midnight to just before sunrise.

• show no association with recorded seismic activity 
during the time of the report and are often reported 
for only a singular location.

• take place during the colder winter months from 
December to February.

• occur after a considerable rapid temperate drop such 
as when a Polar vortex occurs.

• are found where permeable soils are susceptible to 
frost action such as sandy and gravely soils (meaning 
lots of pore space filled with groundwater that can 
freeze rapidly).

Cryoseisms have been reported in several mostly northern 
states including alaska, Wisconsin, michigan, indiana, ohio, 
New York, vermont, maine, massachusetts, Connecticut 
and now, possibly, North Dakota. these types of events 
are likely under reported, possibly just shrugged off as 

FIGUre 2.
ice-jam on the 
missouri river at 
the Double Ditch 
indian villiage state 
historic site  during 
late march in 2009.  
Buckling and grinding 
slabs of ice can be 
noisy creating sounds 
like creaking, twangs, 
and booms.

tAble 1. summary of potential cryoseismic events reported in North Dakota.

local anthropogenic activities, or mistakenly cataloged as 
apparent low-magnitude earthquake events in other parts 
of the country.

of the few reports that we have received so far, other 
explanations are also possible. Please feel free to contact us 
if you happen to experience any perceived ground shaking, 
and we will follow up on your report in a timely manner.
You can contact me directly at 701-328-8037 or via email at: 
fjanderson@nd.gov
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